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Welcome to
The Virtual
Evolution!

If	you	are	reading	the	TVE	for	the	first	time,
Welcome!

As we head into the holiday season, I would like to 
extend a special Thank You! to the hard-working 
volunteer staff at TVE and to all of the contributors 
who have added their wisdom to these pages.

Our businesses never take a holiday, however, so it 
is our hope that the articles in this issue can help to 
inform, enlighten, and entertain you as you 
continue to move forward and grow this year.
 
Being a Virtual Entrepreneur demands persistence, 
dedication, time, and patience.  The Virtual 
Evolution cannot help you with any of that!  But, 
we CAN help you by providing information and 
resources to assist you in reaching your goals.

Do not hesitate to contact us with any questions 
or suggestions you may have for future articles.  
And, we are always happy to review YOUR articles 
for  possible publication.  In fact, TVE is always 
seeking new writers to join our team.

To Your Success!
Sincerely,

                                                      Lily Chambers
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By: Laura Putnam

Terminating A Client 
Can Be A Good Thing...

Cover 
Story

As an entrepreneur who is somewhat experienced, 
I can equate my entry into the business world 
with	my	first	steps	as	a	toddler.		I’ve	walked	very	
carefully, holding on to every solid object to steady 
myself, always aware of my movement in any new 
direction.  My steps, while they have been aimed in 
the right direction and with a dedicated focus, took 
on a new light in the last few weeks that resulted in 
my	first	client	termination.		The	process	and	feeling	
of that accomplishment is empowering.   I know 
that an action like this can feel a bit scary.  You may 
ponder the thought initially wondering if it is the 
right thing to do, however, I highly recommend that 
you not think about it, just do it.  Listen to your 
inner voice, which is always right.  If you know in 
your heart that things are never going to change 
and in fact only going to get worse with a client, it 
is the right thing to do.  It is well worth it to your 
sanity and the success of your business’s future.

I had volunteered for this organization all summer, 
through the fall and early winter of 2009, replacing 
a terminated employee.  I gave more time than 
most volunteers because I have a passion to help 
people’s dreams come to fruition, I love public 
media and I knew that I was going to learn a 
lot.  In mid-November of last year, I created 
my company and was concurrently offered a 
consultation contract through February of 2010 
to provide the same services that I had been 
volunteering.  I read the contract and accepted the 
offer.  It was indeed an educational experience that 
I will never forget or regret.  It was a great match 
with my abilities, my giving spirit and their need for 
my skills.

Once the contract ended in February, I wanted to 
devote my time to developing my new business.  
So, I made a decision to maintain my community 
activity to only one Saturday every month through 
our local United Way group as I had been doing 
for several years.  Then at a mid-March meeting 
of my chapter lunch meeting with International 
Association of Administrative Professionals, the 
person that I had been helping at this organization 
was giving a presentation and mentioned that 
she really needed my help, and offered another 
contractual opportunity for the entire month of 
April.

Though I had been involved with the start-
up operation of my business, creating my new 
web site, client development and my continuing 
education, this was an opportunity that I just 
couldn’t pass up.  This was a very interesting event 
that involved national public news personalities and 
one that I knew from which I would gain a lot of 
experience.  I made some concessions, rearranged 
my priorities and accepted the new contract.  It 
paid off with a great deal of experience from the 
interaction with several of the guest speakers, 
community participation, and I learned a great deal.   
 
However, once that contract ended, I had additional 
responsibilities with a new client that required my 
full attention.  I had also decided that I was going 
to refocus and recreate my business direction and 
my brand.

Completely absorbed in a variety of business 
projects, I got an unexpected email in June from 
this former client noting that a new CEO had just 
come on board and she needed a skilled assistant 
to help with her on-boarding and getting organized.  
She noted that it would be no more than one or two 
hours a week for a few weeks, she also mentioned 
the potential for a part-time job supporting the CEO 
and her.  Even though I had explained the premise 
of virtual assistance, she never understood that 
a VA is an entrepreneur and business owner, not 
a for-hire-employee.  I ignored the job offer, but 
because of my former history with this client, and 
my desire to help my community, I accepted the 
request.  All the while, I kept getting these little 
nudges from my inner voice to be careful, but my 
logical mind didn’t listen.

The time spent there was less than what had been 
discussed because of the CEO’s inability to be in the 
office	due	to	her	scheduled	move	to	a	new	home	in	
Florida from Ohio.  Since the projects were rather 
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simple for me, adding new contacts to Outlook and 
creating	file	labels,	I	was	able	to	fit	the	projects	in	
with minimal affect to my business.   One morning 
as I was perusing my email I noticed a Call for 
Volunteers for September of this year from that 
organization.  Even though I was still there helping 
the CEO, (this is where I have to say that trying to 
be everything to everyone is not recommended) 
and against my inner voice warning, I responded 
that I would help out.  Sometimes we fall into the 
habit of adding more to our load than we should; 
we don’t listen to our inner voice to think carefully 
before saying yes.  Mine was shouting at me, but I 
theoretically put my hands over my ears.

To make a long story short, circumstances arose 
forcing me to make some decisions on my behalf 
and renege on my offer to volunteer.  The decision 
I made had to be right for me, my business and 
my	future.		As	Jack	Canfield	says,	“Saying	no	to	
someone else means saying yes to you.”  Now, I 
had to lower the boom and let the person that I had 
once contracted with know that I had to back out.  
After much thought, I created a considerate and 
polite withdrawal and sent the email.  I really didn’t 
give it any more thought,  I was off and running, 
with so many things on my plate.  Later that day, 
I was surprised to see an email that I knew was in 
response to my withdrawal.   

Much to my astonishment (it shouldn’t have been 
because of this person’s interactions in prior 
situations); the email was long and dramatic, 
including a not so nice and uncalled for comment.  
I sat for some time looking at it, re-reading the 
content that included a mention at the end the 
email a contractual opportunity for later this year 
(a	proverbial	“dangling	carrot”).		I	am	still	shaking	
my head on that one.  I decided to withhold any 
response because I felt that for this woman, my 
silence would speak volumes, and I thought it did.  
All communication stopped for weeks.

Then last week, out of the blue, this same woman 

sent me a brief email that she had received a 
communication from one of my clients and didn’t 
know how to diffuse a sticky item donation situation 
without	causing	difficulty	for	me	with	my	client.		
With her ability to create artistic content, I didn’t 
understand why the request, but I gathered my 
many years of experience and wrote a perfect 
response for my client and sent it to her the 
following week.  Two response emails followed 
from	her.		The	first	acknowledged	the	receipt	of	my	
email and the information that I had written for my 
client, with a comment asking if there had been 
something that she had done that offended me 
and our friendship.  I sat quietly reading her email, 
I recalled that we had been friendly when I was 
there, but there was never a personal friendship 
between us.  I always know when someone that I 
work with is the right person because everything 
is easy, including friendship.  I knew that had 
never happened with her.  So, I wanted to create 
a message that would be genuine and sincere, 
withholding personal comments or personal 
friendliness.  I sat and listened to my inner voice. 
With that guidance, I came up with a professional 
response that indicated the end of our business 
relationship. 

She	sent	a	final	response	email	that	confirmed	that	
I had conveyed the message in a nonjudgmental 
and professional manner, and it was understood 
that there was no friendship and communication 
would cease.

Terminating a client should always be done in 
a manner of consideration and the purpose 
of conveying the best of who you are. Client 
termination isn’t personal; it is done for the best 
of both businesses, your future and theirs.  Just 
remember that when you terminate a client, you 
should feel as though you can move mountains, you 
are moving your business forward and at the same 
time giving them the closure to do the same. 

Laura Putman can be reached at www.
yourethebest-us.com.  Her mission as a virtual 
assistant is to inspire you to connect to your 
passion, whatever that may be and illustrate 
how the power of giving can shape our world 
for generations to come.  For more information 
about her support services and how she can help 
transform your business, please visit the link above.

Terminating A Client Can Be A Good Thing... 
Continued...

www.yourethebest-us.com
www.yourethebest-us.com
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Time Management: Online Appointment 
Schedulers

Tired of playing phone or email tag while trying 
to set a meeting or book an appointment?  Do 
you	find	even	shared	calendaring	somewhat	time-
consuming?  Have you experienced time zone 
mishaps?  So what’s a smart business owner to do?  
Here’s one solution: Consider setting up an online 
appointment scheduler.

Save time by letting current/prospective clients 
or business associates self-schedule their 
appointments with you online, in real-time, 24/7, 
even for months in advance, whether you are 
open or closed.  You simply select a range of dates 
and times you are available and give your clients 
access to your calendar interface via a link or 
button placed on your email, on your website, social 
networking links, or anywhere you can place a 
hyperlink.  Simple, Effective, Reliable.

There are quite a few schedulers available but 
below I give a summary description of three that 
have free editions or offer free trials (no credit card 
required), can sync with existing calendars and can 
operate across various platforms and time zones:  

Tungle.m1. e (http://www.tungle.me/Home/):  
Tungle.me is a free plug-in that syncs 
with Outlook, Google Calendar, Apple iCal, 
Entourage for Mac,  LinkedIn, Facebook, your 
blog, Ning,  Xing and Lotus Notes.  For on 
the go scheduling, there are even apps for 
the Blackberry and iPhone.  Tungle handles 
both outbound and inbound scheduling, 
operating across various platforms and time 
zones, sharing of calendars across companies 
(optional), prevents double booking, sends 
confirmation	emails,	and	even	emails	non-
responsive people of upcoming meeting date. 

By: Mattie Stokes TimeDrive2. r (http://timedriver.timetrade.
com/):  Booked appointments are 
automatically synchronized with your 
Outlook or Google calendar.  TimeDriver also 
can integrate with Salesforce.com using a 
free tool available on the SalesForce.com 
AppExchange.  It can create an optional 
Welcome message (text and/or video), 
define	different	“schedule	books”	for	different	
activities with a preset list of instructions 
and criteria, prevent double booking, and 
send	confirmation	emails.		It	is	capable	of	
timezone booking but requires some manual 
actions.  A free edition of TimeDriver is not 
offered but you can test drive it during a 
free 30-day trial (no credit card required).  
Subscription cost: $29.95 per year.

Genboo3. k (http://www.genbook.com/): 
Has its own calendar which can synchronize  
with Outlook, Google Calendar and many 
others through iCal email attachments. 
Your customers can also receive this iCal 
attachment to ensure their calendar is in sync 
with yours.  It can import email contact lists 
but doesn’t support appointment scheduling 
across time zones. 

Genbook	first	requires	you	to	input	your	
business information.  From there, you can 
input  on Genbook a list of multiple staff 
and customize their hours, service duration, 
type of  service, price and availability.  An 
added feature is that whenever someone 
signs up for an  appointment, a 
‘customer module’ automatically saves 
pertinent customer information, i.e.  customer 
name, address, phone number and email 
address.  There is a free version and  
two subscription based versions.

Do you accept online appointments yet? 

Mattie Hayes Stokes is an Online Small Office 
Business Operations Analyst and Principal of 
Just In Time!  Virtual Assistant.  She helps self-
employed professionals solve operational problems 
and streamline business processes.  Check out her 
website, www.JustInTimeVA.com for free resources 
and a valuable ebook called “Can Your Business Run 
Without You?  Business Operations Manual Quick 
Start Guide:  Just Fill-In the Blanks”. 

http://www.tungle.me/Home/
http://timedriver.timetrade.com/
http://www.genbook.com/
http://www.genbook.com/
www.JustInTimeVA.com
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By: Kathleen Vargas

Ever since the age of sixteen, we (as employees) 
have been conditioned to be submissive and listen 
to the boss.  Now we are the bosses and its time 
to change our mindset to that of the successful 
small business owner.  The change won’t be easy 
and it certainly won’t happen overnight; it will 
be a gradual process, but it is a very important 
transition.

You are a small business owner and it’s time to 
change	your	mindset	to	reflect	that.		Gone	are	the	
days of punching in and punching out and going on 
your way.  Your goals and aspirations are different 
now – you are not an employee anymore.  Your 
goals now coincide with those of your business.  
It is your responsibility to constantly monitor the 
whole picture, including what is the best path for 
your business to take.

While good customer service is key to keeping 
your clients happy and your business growing, it 
is also very important that you don’t allow any of 
your clients to take control.  By allowing a client 
to have too much control over your scheduling for 
example, you (and your client) risk violating the 
IRS laws concerning employee versus independent 
contractor.  This will place you and your client 
in a very undesirable position.  According to the 
IRS	website,	“The	keys	are	to	look	at	the	entire	
relationship, consider the degree or extent of the 
right	to	direct	and	control,	and	finally,	to	document	
each of the factors used in coming up with the 
determination” (http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/
article/0,,id=99921,00.html).  Remember, you are a 
small business owner so you must always conduct 
yourself as one.  

Changing your mindset from employee to 
small business owner also means taking on the 
responsibility for such things as:

Determining	if	a	client	is	a	good	fit	(and	if	•	
not, letting the client know)

Setting your hours, schedule, and work load•	

Developing the best approach for each task•	

Taking control of and responsibility for the •	
business	finances

In the end, it is your reputation on the line.  The 
ultimate responsibility (as well as the rewards) will 
always be yours.  As a successful business owner, 
you no longer need to answer to anyone else, 
except yourself - but be prepared because you 
may also turn out to be your toughest critic. 

Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the 
owner of The Office Virtuoso.  Kathleen has been 
assisting senior-level management for over 15 
years.  To find out more about Kathleen or how 
partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your 
business, visit http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ 
or email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.
com.  Articles are free to reprint as long as the 
author’s bio remains intact.

Employee vs. Small Business Owner - 
The Importance Of Changing Your Mindset

http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/
mailto:kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
mailto:kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
http://alliancesvbs.com
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We all have a drunk monkey somewhere. Mine is 
named	Dewey.	(He’s	the	one	with	the	blue	flask!)	
He is a troublesome monkey, but Dewey and I don’t 
see too much of each other anymore. Not since I 
told him he had to sober up and stop being such a 
pest! Everyone in every profession struggles with 
their own drunk monkey and getting him under 
control. With that thought in mind, I have put 
together a few tips to taking the fun out of your 
monkey’s life!

Write down 5 simple truths about yourself 1. 
that are positive and remind you of 
something in your career that brings you 
extreme pride or happiness. Whenever your 
monkey puts a negative thought into your 
head, replace it with the positive thought 
instead.

Create a schedule you can live with. Don’t 2. 
overbook yourself or put events in your 
schedule that you don’t ever intend to do. 
When you do this, the drunk monkey comes 
stumbling in and messes the whole day up. 
Keep working on the schedule until you get 
it right. Not every person’s schedule is going 
to look the same. Yours needs to be right for 
you and your life.

Love social media and can’t seem to stay 3. 
away? Schedule yourself time to implement 
it and use it, but cut yourself off at a certain 
point. Use a service such as Hootsuite so that 
you only have to visit one dashboard. It’s 
very distracting with all the people always 
willing to talk shop, and of course all the 
games. The problem with talking shop and 
playing games is that it is keeping you from 
reaching your goals.

Assess your goals weekly and monthly. If you 4. 
have set your goals too high your monkey 
is	going	to	have	a	field	day!	If	you’re	not	
producing at the level you had thought it’s 
time to downsize your goals. When you reach 
them consistently you can then raise them 
again, but don’t give the monkey a chance to 
take over.

Don’t get so excited at your success that 5. 
it takes over your objectives. Sure sharing 
that	flask	with	the	monkey	could	be	fun,	but	
don’t do it. Get in the habit after every win of 
saying	“Next!”	It	will	signal	you	to	move	on	
and keep producing. 

Serita Diana specializes in the real estate industry 
and is the owner of List 2 Close Assistant, 
specializing in real estate virtual assistance and 
assistance to the small business owner. In addition 
to her real estate experience, Serita also has an AA
in Business Management. For more information visit 
www.list2closeassistant.com.

Sober Up The Drunk Monkey
By: Sabrina Diana

Serita Diana specializes in the real estate industry and is the owner of List 2 Close Assistant, specializing in real estate virtual assistance and assistance to the small business owner. In addition to her real estate experience, Serita also has an AAin Business Management. For more information visit www.list2closeassistant.com.
http://www.justintimeva.com
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It’s been said that knowledge is power. I would take 
this a step further and say that implementation 
of knowledge is power. Just knowing something 
doesn’t make it useful information. It’s only when 
you decide to act on the information you know and 
use	it	to	our	benefit	that	things	happen	for	us.	This	
is true in relationships, at work, and in health.

You are constantly at a crossroads and you have the 
power to choose which way you go. You either take 
action or you don’t. Knowledge comes in handy in 
helping you decide which action, or in some cases 
inaction, is best to take at any fork in the road. In 
fact, it’s up to you to succeed or fail at something.

There is no shortage of experts who can teach 
you how to succeed at anything. Success is not as 
easy as knowing how to do something. It takes the 
implementation of that knowing to truly succeed. 
You have to have a clear vision of what you want 
that success to look, feel, and sound like, then you 
have to take action. You have to allow yourself 
to be successful and make those choices that will 
move you closer to achieving the goal.

Allowing success to manifest means taking 
responsibility for your choices and also believing 
that you can succeed. If you remain complacent 
and wishy-washy about achieving the goal it won’t 
work. Implementing knowledge also includes 
cleaning up your attitude, committing goals to 
paper, visualizing success, ensuring your energy is 
high, and succeeding!

It is entirely up to you to succeed or fail. You can 
learn and think about things and feel like you’re 
not ready to play it big when in reality, you do 
know enough. All it takes is just the decision to 
play big and the tools to let the limiting beliefs go. 
Sure, it’s easier to blame it on the economy, on 
the government, on neighbors, demanding family 
schedules, and all sorts of other things. There 
are lots of people out there who have these same 
circumstances and yet they succeed at very high 
levels. They don’t use excuses and they implement 
what they know. AND they ask for help when they 
need it.

It’s so important to implement the knowledge 
instead of just knowing it. There are awesome 
tools like NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) and 
hypnosis that help release negative emotions and 

By: Kasia Rachfall
limiting beliefs and help you get laser focused so 
you can implement clearly and easily. All it takes 
is personal responsibility and the willingness to do 
whatever it takes to succeed.

When you’re ready to take the next step, to get 
out of your own way, and to play a bigger game in 
your life, implement what you know and reach your 
dreams. 

Kasia Rachfall, Fresh Perspective Coach, specializes 
in applying the psychology of success and building 
an empowered mindset. Successful people 
think and act differently and the good news is, 
that anyone can learn these skills! Kasia helps 
entrepreneurs and their families to, in ONE day, 
identify and break through their mental and 
emotional barriers, old strategies and behaviors so 
that easily get out of their own way and take their 
relationship, health, or career success to the next 
level. Go to http://www.freshperspectivecoach.com 
to get your FREE “Top 5 Ways To Retrain Your Inner 
Critic” report and schedule your FREE Strategy 
Session.

What’sThe Difference Between Knowing 
And Implementing?

http://www.freshperspectivecoach.com
http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com
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One of the best parts about applications is that they 
can go viral. Obviously when you look at Facebook 
it is all about being viral. However, did you ever 
think	about	the	benefits	applications	could	provide	
to increase the effectiveness of your ads?

The beauty that revolves around Facebook apps 
is their ability to attract others. Even though the 
rewards are minimal on your fan’s side of things, it 
can play a major role in your success as an internet 
marketer.	Seriously,	just	by	clicking	the	“Like	This”	
could be enough, but it really comes down to 
preference. After all, some people like sending tiny 
online	gifts	(like	flowers)	to	their	friends.

Now you can even develop your own application, 
which	is	definitely	something	to	consider.	In	fact,	
the few people we know doing this are extremely 
successful because of it.

A	lot	of	individuals	are	not	“tech	savvy,”	and	the	
word	“application”	or	“app”	could	be	making	you	
break out in hives. Well, it’s actually a lot easier 
than you might think. Have you ever created a 
widget? If you have done this before, creating your 
own app will be a simple process. In the end, this is 
basically what Facebook apps are at the end of the 
day.

A Few App Examples

Then	again,	this	could	be	the	first	time	you’ve	come	
across information like this, and if so you just have 
to think about all the little links on your Facebook 
pages:

*Poke

*Like

*Facebook Wall

Let’s not forget about all the messages that can be 

quite	annoying	like;	“Give	Bobby	a	Virtual	Slap.”	
When	you	click	it	you	see	“Allow	Access?”	When	you	
do allow it you will let it pull all the information on 
your	page.	It	could	be	everything	from	your	profile	
information, photos, friends, and tons of other 
content.

If	you	do	decide	to	click	“Allow”	then	you	will	be	
adding it to your account.

The Quick Apps

You want your app to become viral as fast as 
possible, and in order to do this you need to make 
sure it contains certain attributes. Keep in mind; 
this is nothing more than common sense.

* Migrating users to your website by inserting a 
   link

* Incorporating an element of interaction

* Utilizing current events (e.g. an app that 
   allows you to vote or input on some element 
			of	upcoming	“green”	events)

* Including competition against the computer, or 
			against	your	user’s	“friends”

* Creating a cute app with appealing graphics 
   that hugs, sprinkles fairy dust, gives jewel to
   or otherwise lavishes attention on your lonely 
   Facebook friends

The last one alone can have a monumental impact 
on increasing the overall popularity of your app. It’s 
all	about	competition,	and	you	will	find	that	when	
you	place	a	“vote”	or	click	on	it	they	will	really	be	
helping you.

Making Money with Apps

Getting Facebook Ad Help With Apps

By: Rebecca Thompson
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It’s true that you can make money with 
applications, but this should just be a bonus if 
you’re using it to augment your Facebook ad. Don’t 
make it your main focus or it will bite you in the 
end.

How Do You Actually Make a Facebook App?

So now that you’re intrigued, it’s time to learn 
how to actually make a Facebook app. Individuals 
who are well versed in PHP and MySQL or anything 
similar can make one of these easily. Just head over 
to the Facebook Developer page and it will walk 
you through the process. Then again, it might be 
better for you to visit a place like Guru.com and 
hire	a	coder.	Just	make	sure	you	search	“Facebook	
applications” so you get someone who understands 
this area.

We understand that a lot of people believe apps are 
nothing more than an annoyance. It’s possible that 
you’re thinking this right now. Then again, maybe 
you think its the best thing to come out since the 
Lord of the Rings trilogy. Whatever the case may be 
you should utilize them in your marketing efforts, 
especially when you want to make your Facebook 
ads more popular. 

Rebecca Thompson is the Owner of CLR Virtual 
Connection. She works with Coaches on their Social 
Media, is a Certified Social Media Specialist and a 
Master Certified Microsoft Office Specialist. Rebecca 
is also one of the few Certified Traffic Geyser Virtual 
Assistants. She has strong skills in social media, 
web 2.0, data entry, internet research (market 
and competitor), customer services and contact 
management.

Getting Facebook Ad Help With Apps 
Continued

http://www.clrvirtualconnection.com
http://www.clrvirtualconnection.com
http://www.virtuallythesame.co.uk
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Dr.	Mirjana	Radović-Marković	is	a	full	professor	
of Entrepreneurship.  She holds B.Sc, M.Sc. 
and Ph.D Degrees in Economics, as well as Post 
Doctoral Studies in Multidisciplinary Studies.  In 
addition, she holds the Honorary Doctorate of 
Science (D.Sc) awarded by St. James the Elder 
Theological Seminary, Tennessee, US, 2010 and the 
Honorary Doctorate of Letters (D.Litt) awarded by 
the Academy of Universal Global Peace, Chennai, 
India, 2010.  The awarding committees cited Dr. 
Radović-Marković	for	having	served	the	world	
community with outstanding research in Economics 
and Women’s Entrepreneurship.  She has written 
twenty books and more than a hundred peer 
Journal	Articles.		Professor	Radović-Marković`s	new	
book is WOMEN IN BUSINESS: Theory, Practice 
and Flexible Approaches, published by Adonis & 
Abbey Publishers Ltd, 2009, London, UK.  Professor 
Radović-Marković	is	a	founder	and	editor	in	chief	
of Peer Journal of Women’s Entrepreneurship and 
Education (JWE) and editor in chief of Economic 
Analysis (EA).

Dr. Radović-Marković, what prior knowledge 
and experience do you think someone should 
have before attempting this path?

A widely spread, however not tested opinion is that 
a previous work experience is the key precondition 
for good decision-making and success in business.  
Nevertheless, certain examples from practice prove 
that, although the previous experience does seem 
to be important, it is by no means decisive in 
achieving business success.  The extent to which 
the work experience and the knowledge acquired 
in the course of education process are crucial 
in achieving business success, however, largely 
depends on the type of activity we deal with.  For 
example, in industries based on highly developed 

modern	technology	and	scientific	processes	(genetic	
engineering, biotechnology, biochemistry and the 
like) the previously acquired education is more 
important than the previous work experience.  
Regardless of the fact that the level of technological 
and technical knowledge varies from one industry 
branch to another, I would point out that the 
knowledge	in	the	field	of	management	is	equally	
important for any industries and types of business.  
Sadly, this knowledge is too often neglected, which 
proved to be the key factor of failure in a large 
number of businesses.   

What are some causes for failure that you 
have observed in entrepreneurs who have not 
been successful?

When starting up a business, a majority of 
unsuccessful entrepreneurs do not know in advance 
what problems they will encounter.  Hence, they 
need a feasibility study to understand that business 
should not be started just because of someone’s 
wish	and	affinity	for	a	certain	type	of	activity,	but	
because of objective chances for the business 
to succeed.  For example, in case of women 
entrepreneurs, when it comes to decision making, 
many of them rely on their women’s intuition, 
which	may	be	important,	but	is	not	sufficient.		
On the contrary, it would be more useful if they 
consulted not only the experts, but also the people 
that	already	run	firms	with	a	similar	business	
orientation.  By merely observing the best in the 
job a lot of errors in business can be avoided and 
unnecessary costs and losses can be minimized.

One of the main reasons many entrepreneurs fail 
to	fulfill	their	business	ambitions	is	also	reflected	
in the fact that when entering the business they 
do not determine the necessary time span for the 
organization and execution of the job, which should 
be done in advance.  Very often, they happen to 
be much more engrossed in new jobs than they 
actually have or want to devote the amount of time 
for that purpose.  We therefore suggest that they 
devote	the	first	six	months	in	the	new	business	
exclusively to business operations at hand, putting 
it above any other obligations and activities.  The 
entrepreneurs who are not entirely committed to 
their work, especially in the initial phase, when the 
business has to be properly set up, cannot expect 
to succeed.  
What qualities does a “star performer” as an 
entrepreneur possess?

TVE Magazine had the 
opportunity to ask 
some questions of 
Dr.	Mirjana	Radović-
Marković	of	Akamai	
University, Hawaii.  
The following is the 
second half of the 
interview we received.  
Part one was published 
in the October, 2010 
issue of TVE Magazine.

Interview With An Educator: 
Professor Mirjana Radović-Marković, Ph.D.
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The entrepreneurs’ role and characteristics have 
changed in time, with the economic, social, 
and other changes in the society.  The modern 
entrepreneurs are characterized by the following 
qualities:

They have the previous work experience•	
They are by a rule highly educated, •	
graduated from a faculty of humanities 
They are highly motivated  to prove •	
themselves	in	business	and	earn	high	profits
They command excellent computer •	
knowledge
They have great work energy and are well •	
organized at work
They	are	highly	self-confident	and	work-•	
responsible 
Their communication skills are excellent•	
They prefer moderate business risk•	
They are well informed about their •	
competition 
They are future oriented, and turn to the •	
past only when they want to learn from some 
previous business experience.  

What books/magazines or other educational 
materials would you recommend for someone 
just starting out?

Although I have written twenty books in this 
field,	I	would	certainly	recommend	the	one	that	
was published in India only recently,  ”Women 
Entrepreneurs: New Opportunities and Challenges”, 
IA Books, Delhi, India, 2009, 206 pp. available 
on the Internet http://www.iabooks.com/servlet/
iaGetBiblio?bno=38434o .  This book provides 
the best answers to many of the above-quoted 
questions and can be useful for those that are 
about to start up their own business or are 
interested in how to conduct the already going 
business properly.  Besides, it is rather practical 
and offers any advice and instructions and you do 
not	need	to	be	highly	knowledgeable	in	this	field	
to understand all of it.  I will also recommend two 
other books I mentioned above, as well as the book 
”The Perspective Of Women’s Entrepreneurship In 
The Age Of Globalization”, IAP ,US,2007, 216 pp.  
This and some other more recent books I wrote 
can be found on a link http://www.goodreads.com/
author/show/3206963.Mirjana_Radovic_Markovic 
where their contents are presented.

I will take this opportunity to announce my new 
book,	“Modern	Entrepreneurship”	for	the	publication	

of which I have recently signed a contract with my 
favorite publisher in America - Information Age 
Publishing Co., who also published my previously 
mentioned book.  I would also like to recommend 
some	of	my	scientific	works	and	papers,	such	as	
”Managing the organizational change and culture 
in the age of globalization.” Journal of Business 
Economics	&	Management.	2008.		9(1):	3-11.“,		
which is included into the program of Victoria 
University of Houston, Texas, US (MGT 4315 
Globalization) or can be found in the journal.  This 
paper can also be found in their library.  I would 
certainly like to invite all those interested in the 
entrepreneurship issues to read the ”Women’s 
Entrepreneurship and Education” (JWE)  http://
www.ien.bg.ac.rs/journal_jwe.html,  the journal 
whose editor-in-chief I am.  And, of course, your 
magazine. 

This concludes the second half of the interview with 
Professor Radović-Marković.  The first half of the 
interview was published in the October issue of TVE 
Magazine.

We would like to once more thank Dr. Radović-
Marković for taking the time to answer our 
questions.  We firmly believe that by furthering 
the opportunities given to women entrepreneurs, 
we will continue to see great strides made toward 
creating a strong global economy and a chance 
for many more women to make a good life for 
themselves and their families.

Interview With An Educator 
Continued...

http://www.iabooks.com/servlet/iaGetBiblio?bno=38434o
http://www.iabooks.com/servlet/iaGetBiblio?bno=38434o
http://www.iabooks.com/servlet/iaGetBiblio?bno=38434o
http://www.iabooks.com/servlet/iaGetBiblio?bno=38434o
http://www.ien.bg.ac.rs/journal_jwe.html
http://www.ien.bg.ac.rs/journal_jwe.html
http://tvemagazine.com/advertisingrates
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So,	if	Business	Intelligence	can	increase	profits,	
pinpoint marketing efforts, streamline processes 
and monitor employee performance - how does it 
work?

How your information is stored

There are nearly as many different types of 
business software as there are businesses, but 
each one behaves in a similar way--taking in the 
information entered and storing it on a database.

A database is a collection of tables that hold related 
information and are linked together by common 
strains of data, or keys.

A customer table may look something like the 
one below; the second table is an example of how 
customer contacts may be held.

So if a customer has two people who are your 
contacts, it will display the information like this:

Most databases are comprised of a minimum of 
twenty or thirty tables and many can be more than 
a hundred, but the theory stays the same.

A	special	programming	language	exists	specifically	
for extracting this information and summarizing 
it in different ways.  This language is called SQL 
(Structured Query Language) and is the core of all 
Business Intelligence reporting.

Report writing software

SQL can be written long hand to produce lists of 
data, but doing this can be tedious and the results 
make complex viewing!  Thankfully, software 
programs exist which provide a high level of control 
and fast development times.

The market for reporting software is dominated by 
Crystal Reports. Over the years, it has deservedly 

become the de facto standard, and is regularly 
updated with new revisions that provide ever 
more sophisticated tools while retaining the 
straightforward user interface that makes it so 
attractive to users of all levels.

This is the development tool of choice for the 
majority of BI consultants (myself included) and 
produces robust, accurate reports within extremely 
quick development timeframes.

Naturally, the more popular a software package is, 
the greater the availability of specialist consultants.   
However, the ever-increasing popularity of Business 
Intelligence means that the best BI consultants are 
highly in demand.

Crystal Reports is not always the right choice and 
other options are available, such as Actuate and 
Sequel Server Reporter.  Crystal Reports is, in my 
opinion, far superior in report production but the 
other options do have advantages when it comes to 
distributing reports.

Distribution Software

Once	a	report	is	developed	and	filled	with	data,	it	
must be communicated to the people who need to 
use it.  For many small businesses this is not an 
issue as only one or two people need to view the 
results and this can be done by simply using the 
software used to create the report.  For example, 
on	the	left	is	Crystal	Reports	in	“design	mode”	and	
on the right, displaying the report with data.

A free report viewer is available for Crystal Reports, 
but reports still need to be manually emailed to the 
recipient and stored on a network they can view.  
This is usually an ideal and cost effective solution 
for small to medium businesses.  But, distributing 
reports across a large company requires a different 
solution, particularly if the recipients need to see 
various variations of data on an ad hoc basis.

The owners of Crystal Reports (SAP) provide 
several solutions for distributing reports, the most 
useful being Crystal Server which allows reports 
to be viewed online, and also to be automatically 
scheduled and sent to whoever is licensed to 
receive them. 

This can become quite an expensive approach when 

Business Intelligence Explained
By: Jason Dove
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Business Intelligence Explained 
Continued...

it takes to export the data and format/summarize 
it in a spreadsheet takes at least as long as it does 
to create a report using the correct software.  And 
if the same data is needed next month the whole 
process begins again, whereas a report just needs 
the date to be changed or can even be programmed 
to run automatically.

This brief journey through the technical side of 
Business Intelligence should have enlightened you 
sufficiently	to	ensure	any	future	discussion	with	
your BI professional is tightly focused on achieving 
your goals! 

Jason Dove is the author of “Crystal Reports 
Formulas Explained” and a senior consultant at Scry 
Business Intelligence, who has specialized in Crystal 
Reports and Business Intelligence his entire career, 
utilizing it for everything, from selling paint to 
counter-terrorism. He has provided BI consultancy 
for some of the largest companies in the UK, 
and is now working to bring benefits of Business 
Intelligence to SME’s. Read his FREE start guide to 
Crystal Reports at http://www.scry-bi.com/shop/
detailsStartGuide.php

distributing across a large company, but other 
independently developed alternatives are available 
with a much smaller price tag.

The other reporting software options also come with 
their own distribution software and both pricing and 
functionality vary.

Most Distribution Software is licensed by how many 
users receive reports, but shopping around can 
save a lot of expense.

My personal experience is that Business Intelligence 
is	usually	implemented	first	for	one	department,	
and	once	the	benefits	are	realized,	an	extended	
reports library is eventually adopted across the 
entire company.

“Cheap” BI Solutions

Programs like MS Excel, Access, or similar, can be 
used for BI purposes and may seem like a cost 
effective solution if they are already installed for 
other	uses,	(although	if	being	purchased	specifically	
for BI they are around the same price as report 
writing software).  But, to tailor this type of 
generalist	software	to	your	specific	BI	needs	will	eat	
up	significantly	more	precious	development	time,	
and is likely to be more expensive than buying 
specialist software.

An added disadvantage to this cheap approach 
is that you become reliant on the person who 
developed your reports, as the system becomes 
ever more convoluted.  Whether you become 
dependent upon a permanent member of staff who 
may become too busy with their other duties, or a 
consultant who may increase their prices, further 
development may be a problem.

Exporting data into a spreadsheet directly from 
a database is a popular solution, even in big 
companies with specialist BI departments.  The time 

http://www.scry-bi.com/shop/detailsStartGuide.php
http://www.scry-bi.com/shop/detailsStartGuide.php
http://www.list2closeassistant.com
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By: Maria Marsala
Virtual Assistants are the right hands of on-line 
or	home	office	business	owners.		The	term	Virtual	
Assistant (VA) was coined sometime in the 1990’s.  
I	first	heard	the	term	used	by	Thomas	Leonard,	
founder	of	Coach	U.		The	first	VA	I	knew,	Staci	Brice	
attended Coach U with me in the 1990’s.  And like 
me, she worked for Thomas Leonard.  Staci started 
the	first	VA	school,	Assist	U,	now	one	of	the	many	
VA schools in existence today.

The VA profession was to online businesses what 
executive assistants or personal assistants were 
to corporate America.  And since its inception, the 
industry has grown to keep up with all the home-
based business models.

If I had to describe a VA, I would say it was like 
having your own executive assistant in the outer 
office,	except	you	don’t	have	an	outer	office!		It	
may be best described as a consultant who could 
perform administrative, accounting, and marketing 
tasks	away	from	client’s	offices.

It’s not surprising that the VA industry has grown 
to be so encompassing.  Home business owners 
of all sizes, from solo to micro-businesses to small 
businesses making millions of dollars out of their 
second bedrooms, can use help, daily.

VA Positives

Hire a VA to do the work you don’t enjoy doing, 
don’t have time to do right, and whatever work 
that’s holding you back from doing what you love to 
do the most.

In most cases (check your state and federal 
government guidelines on employees) a VA is not 
your employee, instead they are a consultant you 
hire	to	work	“x”	number	of	hours	a	month	or	on	a	
project.  They become part of your virtual team.  
Remember:	consultants	can	be	fired	without	the	
HR headaches of an employee if the relationship 
doesn’t work out.

If you live in a town or city where the residential 
codes won’t allow you to have employees, you 
CAN hire a VA!  On the other hand, you can also 
choose to hire a VA who lives in your community so 
that	s/he	can	do	tasks	at	your	office	when	needed,	
too,	like	filing,	or	getting	you	ready	for	a	speaking	
engagement or updating your database with 
business card information.

Each VA has a different skill-set to provide you 
and like every hiring, it’s imperative to create a 
job description.  Also creating a wish list of tasks 
you want your VA to do now or in the future is 
extremely important in creating your Virtual Team.

You purchase a VA’s time on a retainer basis, hiring 
them for a certain amount of hours a month.  Most 
VAs will allow you to test drive them for a short 
time of 1-3 hours.

VA Negatives

There are some Vas that profess to do it all.  And 
like other business owners, if they are doing it all 
without their own staff, well, you know the saying, 
no-one can do it all really well.  Nor does every VA 
like everything they do.

For VAs working on their own, there are just so 
many clients they can handle.  I’ve seen VAs that 
took on too many clients and couldn’t keep up with 
their work load.  On the other end of the scale, I’ve 
worked with a few VAs that lost their one and only 
client and were left out in the cold.

Some VA’s work individually and others may be part 
of a VA company.  VA companies work differently.  
Sometimes	the	company	owner	“manages	the	
project” by dishing out the work, then checking it 
before it’s sent to you.  Other times the owner will 
have you work with different VAs in their pool.  You 
need to determine your boundaries and do what 
you feel is best for your company.

VAs are people too, and you may not get along with 

Today, Discover How A VA Can Help You 
Grow Your Business More Quickly
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Today, Discover How A VA Can Help You 
Continued...

every	VA.		Try	to	find	a	VA	who	understands	you	
and how you like to work.  It’s not only OK to shop 
around, you should shop around.

Hiring a VA

Below is a list of things to consider when hiring a 
VA:

It is quite likely a VA will not live near their 1. 
clients; although some do live in the same 
city or state.

A VA will work with you when you need extra 2. 
help even though you might not know how 
long you need that help.  But expect to pay 
more	for	“per-hour”	hires,	than	you	would	
pay them on a retainer basis.  Rush fees may 
also apply.

A VA might be the missing link in your 3. 
business, and can be your eyes or ears on 
the Internet, even doing that time-consuming 
social networking for your company.

A VA can act as a sounding board for your 4. 
ideas or plans.

They	can	coordinate	your	work	flow,	and	your	5. 
schedule.

A VA is an independent contractor, consultant, 6. 
and a business owner, too.  Most likely you’ll 
need a W-9 form from them, and will be 
sending them a 1099 at year end.

You’ll be charged extra for things that will 7. 
cost them money, such as long distance 
phone calls they make for you, mailings, 
software, supplies, stamps etc.  You’d expect 
that from a regular employee though.

Expect to sign a written agreement with your 8. 
VA on the tasks they’ll perform and time 
they’ll spend on your work.

VAs may specialize in certain areas or they 9. 
may generalize.  They could be former CPA’s, 
web designers, coaches, executive assistants, 

personal assistants or they may specialize 
in the type of client, preferring to work for 
real	estate	agents	only	or	specifically	for	
attorneys, etc.

A VA’s hourly rates can range from $25 to 10. 
$175 per hour, depending on the services 
they are hired to perform.  That may sound 
expensive, but remember, you are only 
paying	for	the	time	worked	on	a	specific	job.		
You are not paying for vacation time, sick 
leave, or employee taxes.

Hire a VA to be on your Virtual Team today and 
start focusing on the rest of your business. 

© 2010 Elevating Your Business.  Maria Marsala 
helps remarkable women CEOs get a life and future 
from their business by providing accountability, 
support and a (gentle) kick in the rear when 
needed.  Quickly learn which areas of your business 
scream for your immediate attention and which 
areas deserve a hurrah! Take our Business Checkup 
today at www.CoachMaria.com

www.CoachMaria.com
http://aove.org/tvead
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Subscribe to TVE Magazine

Get Involved With TVE Magazine

Advertise In TVE Magazine!

This ezine was created to assist both Virtual Entrepreneurs and brick/mortar entrepreneurs.   
Whether you are just starting out in your new business or you are a veteran entrepreneur, you will 
benefit	from	the	TVE!

You	will	find	helpful	tips,	tricks,	and	how-to’s	as	well	as	up-to-date	articles	written	by	entrepreneurs	
just like you.  These articles will encompass all facets of working virtually and of being an
entrepreneur.  We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your needs.  
To get the most recent ezines as they are published, sign up at www.tvemagazine.com/subscribe.

We are always looking for new articles to publish in future issues of the magazine.  The article sub-
mission specs are located at:

www.tvemagazine.com/article-submission/

We are seeking articles written by entrepreneurs of every stripe!  Submitted articles can range 
from	specific	niches	to	tech	reviews,	tips/tricks,	etc.;	anything	that	is	of	interest	to	entrepreneurs	
(virtual or brick/mortar).

Your ad will be seen by over 1200 readers each month and both the VP Directory and Resource 
Directory are also online at www.tvemagazine.com.

The advertising rates are as follows:

1/4 page (3.5”w x 5”h) OR (7.5”w x 2.5”h) - $15.00 per issue
1/2 page (7.5”w x 5”h) - $25.00 per issue
Full page (7.5”w x 10”h) - $45.00 per issue

Virtual Professional Directory - $6.00 per year (includes 1 category listing, addt’l categories $1.00/ea)

Resource Directory (1.3” square box or 4.88”w x .63”h banner)
12 month listing - $90
9 month listing - $78
6 month listing - $54
3 month listing - $28

For more information email advertise@tvemagazine.com or visit www.tvemagazine.com to sign up!

http://http://www.scry-bi.com/shop/detailsStartGuide.php
http://www.tvemagazine.com/article-submission/
www.tvemagazine.com
mailto:advertise@tvemagazine.com
http://www.tvemagazine.com
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Your website prospects are like tourists in a foreign 
country.  They don’t know you.  They don’t trust 
you.  They have many other vendors to choose 
from.  They want to buy something like yours from 
someone like you.  It could be you if you do the 
right things.  It won’t be you if you don’t.
Here	are	five	keys	to	improving	your	website	so	you	
connect with your prospects.

 State your price.  Many restaurants posted 1. 
pictures of the food they served, but didn’t 
post the prices.  I avoided those restaurants.  
How would I know what the price was? Why 
should I risk embarrassment by going inside 
to sit and seeing the menu with prices that 
I didn’t want to pay? Why would I want to 
waste my time? The prospects that see your 
website are the same way.  They are tired, 
scared, impatient and distrustful.  Don’t make 
people hunt for it--unless there’s a darned 
good reason.

Make an attempt to speak the language of 2. 
your customer.  Yes, I tried to study Spanish 
and learn a few words.  In some cases, I got 
by quite nicely.  In others, we were both lost.  
Don’t expect your website visitor to speak 
your language that has technical jargon, 
nuance, and insider knowledge.  You must be 
willing to listen to the prospect and speak at 
her level.

Use the phone.  I wanted to go to Spain to 3. 
learn Spanish and also to see the sights.  I 
went	to	Google	to	find	language	courses	in	
Madrid.  I found quite a few.  Only one had 
a notice that they would call me if I had any 

questions.  I put in my phone number and 
a good time to call.  They did.  I asked my 
question and signed up for the course.  By 
talking to a real person (on their dime), I 
knew the company was real.  I couldn’t know 
that if I hadn’t talked to them.  Does your 
website invite communication? Do you hide 
behind email or do you get off your butt and 
pick up the phone.  A few minutes on the 
phone can do a lot to calm fears and build 
trust.

Get the right person to call prospects.  If 4. 
you don’t want to call prospects, then hire 
someone who will.  This step is too important 
to overlook.  I don’t like talking to prospects.  
I’d much rather spend my time training, 
consulting, coaching and speaking.  So I 
hired someone who likes to sell.  This is a 
case of 1 plus 1 equals three.  I do what I like 
to do; she does what she likes to do; and the 
company grows and clients get the service 
they need.

Don’t wear out your welcome.  I could have 5. 
stayed in Madrid for two weeks.  I actually 
cleared my schedule in case I wanted to 
add another week.  And on my last day in 
Madrid, I seriously considered staying.  I had 
done most, but not all of the things I wanted 
to do.  And it is true that I might discover 
things that I hadn’t even known about.  But 
I’d rather leave early and want more than 
stay too late and be bored.  For marketers, 
the message is to answer your prospects’ 
questions, but don’t bore them with all the 
details and features they might not care 
about.  When you’ve made the sale, then bow 
out gracefully.

If you follow these tips, you’ll be speaking a new 
language	of	profits	with	your	prospects.	

Dan Janal is a very successful entrepreneur, 
professional speaker and marketing coach who 
helps clients build their businesses by improving 
their strategy for using publicity, marketing, 
Internet marketing, e-commerce and sales.  For 
more information, go to http://www.prleadsplus.
com. 

By: Dan Janal

Madrid Marketing Lessons

http://www.prleadsplus.com
http://www.prleadsplus.com
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You know you need to follow up with prospective 
clients,	but	you	often	find	yourself	putting	it	off.	
“I	already	called	them	three	times,”	you	think.	Or,	
“They	never	answer	the	phone	anyway.”	Or,	“I	hate	
hearing	no.”	Or,	“I	don’t	want	to	bug	them.”	Or,	
“What	do	I	say	that’s	new?”	

It’s only natural to resist placing phone calls to 
prospects who didn’t return your last call, never 
seem to be there, may not be ready to buy, or 
might say they’re not interested. But here’s the 
good news. Calling prospects on the phone and 
asking them to hire you is not the only way to 
follow up!

Yes, you can call your prospects on the phone, 
but you can also email them, send a letter or 
note by postal mail, fax them, overnight them a 
package, send a text message, or instant message 
them online. And those are just the different 
communication channels you might use. The type of 
messages you deliver can be much more
varied than simply asking prospects to do business.

Consider the following 44 ways that you can follow 
up with your prospects via any communication 
channel you choose, in order to build a relationship, 
remind them of what you do, and present yourself 
as	a	valuable	resource	and	expert	in	your	field.	
Many of these follow-up approaches can also be 
used with potential referral sources and networking 
contacts.

Ask if they have new questions about what 1. 
you last discussed.

Tell them about a book, article, or website 2. 
that might help with what you talked about.

Send a personal note with a copy of your 3. 
brochure.

Point them to a vendor who can solve one of 4. 
their issues you don’t address.

Prepare a personalized marketing kit for them 5. 
focused on their unique issues.

Tell them about an upcoming event that 6. 
addresses an issue you think they have.

7. Invite them to an event where you are a 7. 
speaker, organizer, or sponsor.

Attend an event where you are likely to run 8. 
into them.

Send a nice-to-meet-you or good-to-see-you 9. 
note with your business card.

Call or email to ask what’s new in their world.10. 

Leave	a	brief	benefits-oriented	commercial	on	11. 
their voice mail.

Ask them to meet you for coffee, a drink, or 12. 
lunch.

Invite them for golf, tennis, a bike ride, or a 13. 
walk in the park.

Invite them to a concert, play, reading, or art 14. 
opening.

Offer to stop by their place of business.15. 

Send a letter summarizing what you last 16. 
talked about and suggesting next steps.

Ask for a meeting so you can prepare a 17. 
detailed proposal for them.

Send them an article (or link to one) that you 18. 
have written.

Send them an article someone else has 19. 
written about a topic relevant to them.

Send them a present -- chocolate, cookies, 20. 
flowers,	a	plant,	a	bottle	of	wine,	or	a	book.

Send them a birthday card.21. 

Send them a joke or cartoon about their 22. 
industry	or	your	field.

Send a postcard reminding them what you 23. 
do.

Tell them about a special offer available if 24. 
they act now.

44 Ways To Follow Up With Your Prospects

By: C.J. Hayden
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Offer them a free sample of what you can do 25. 
for them.

Send an announcement about a new 26. 
development in your business.

Send a copy of your newsletter or post from 27. 
your blog and invite them to subscribe.

Send a link to a print or audio interview with 28. 
you about your work.

Send a link to a video where you share 29. 
helpful tips or a client success story.
Refer them a prospect for their own business.30. 

Watch for their posts on Facebook, Twitter, or 31. 
LinkedIn and comment on them.

Post something useful to a message board 32. 
where they are members.

Post a comment on their blog.33. 

Invite them to visit your updated website.34. 

Make them a free offer that will subscribe 35. 
them to an autoresponder series.

Give a free teleclass or webinar and invite all 36. 
your prospects.

Invite them to an open house, reception, 37. 
demonstration, or free workshop.

Host a networking breakfast or brown bag 38. 
lunch and invite several prospects.

Offer to give a talk or brown bag lunch for 39. 
their organization at no charge.

Write a white paper or case study and send it 40. 
to all your prospects.

Ask the person who introduced you to contact 41. 
them and mention you again.

Introduce them to a colleague of yours they 42. 
might like to know.

Volunteer for an organization where they also 43. 
serve.

And of course, you can always ask if they are 44. 
ready to start working with you.

Following up consistently is one of the most 
productive marketing activities there is, but it won’t 
work if you don’t do it. The next time you realize 
you are avoiding follow-up, pull out your prospect 
list and choose an approach at random from the 
suggestions above. It matters much less HOW you 
follow up than it does THAT you follow up. 

Copyright © 2010, C.J. Hayden

C.J. Hayden is the author of Get Clients Now!™ 
Thousands of business owners and independent 
professionals have used her simple sales and 
marketing system to double or triple their income. 
Get a free copy of “Five Secrets to Finding All the 
Clients You’ll Ever Need” at www.getclientsnow.
com.

44 Ways To Follow Up With Your Prospects 
Continued...

 www.getclientsnow.com.
 www.getclientsnow.com.
http://www.fantabulousfanpages.com
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make all the pieces of your marketing pie run on a 
system, like a well-oiled machine that doesn’t need 
you to be there the whole time, just once in a while 
to make sure everything’s going smoothly.

As clients get to know me, they tend to see how 
fanatical I can be about systems. I’ve created 
systems for EVERYTHING, probably because I 
wasn’t always a very disciplined person by nature. 
So to counteract that and to always have a full 
pipeline of ideal clients, I make sure everything I do 
runs like clockwork.

There	are	very	specific	marketing	activities	that	I	
do morning and afternoon, daily, weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, yearly. And actually, many of these 
things are so systematized that they’re delegated, 
outsourced and automated, so that most everything 
I do in terms of marketing is done without my 
needing to do anything. I set these things up ahead 
of time and then all I have to do is show up. I don’t 
ever have to worry about what I have to do next. 
It’s already in my calendar.

This is the one thing that very few people teach you 
about getting clients consistently, yet I think it’s 
one of the most crucial.

If you don’t set things up to be systematic, then 
you won’t stay on track. If you don’t stay on track, 
you won’t market consistently. If you don’t market 
consistently, then you won’t take action and get 
results consistently. That means you’re going to 
have a much harder time keeping your practice 
consistently full, UNLESS you set things up to work 
on their own, with a little tweak from you here and 
there.

Would you be surprised if I told you I’ve actually 
mentored a LOT of marketing consultants and 
business coaches who help others build their 
businesses? Many of these consultants and coaches 
come to me because, even though they know how 
to put these steps into practice, they still don’t have 
a full practice, or at least not consistently. WHY?

The reason is simple. They don’t market 
consistently. What usually happens to most self-
employed professionals is they get caught up in 
the everyday of their business and when they have 
clients, they focus their entire days on those clients.

Until the clients leave and the well runs dry. So, 
then,	they	find	themselves	digging	their	well	when	
they’re thirsty. This is the scenario many of my 
clients tell me about: because many marketing 
consultants know WHAT to do, when need clients, 
they market, market, market, market, and sign up 
a bunch of new clients. Then, because they have all 
these new clients, they stop marketing. No time to 
market!

But, sooner or later, the well runs dry once again 
and they have to start marketing furiously again. 
So they, market, market, market, and they again 
sign up a bunch of new clients. Then the same thing 
happens and they start living this unbearable life of 
Feast or Famine, an intolerable rollercoaster they 
wish they could stop.

The	solution:	you	can	eliminate	“Feast	or	Famine”	
by being systematic about your Client Attraction 
and putting your marketing on autopilot. The only 
way to make sure you always have a full practice 
is to ALWAYS market. The best way to do that is to 

Put Your Marketing On AUTOPILOT

By: Fabienne Fredrickson
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Your Assignment:

Set up systems for everything in your business 
that relates to marketing and Client Attraction. 
Figure out what you will do daily, weekly, biweekly, 
monthly, quarterly, and yearly so you too can go 
from being undisciplined with not enough clients, to 
disciplined with a full practice.

As you begin to systematize your marketing, you 
may be wondering what to actually DO daily, 
weekly, monthly, quarterly to attract lots of clients. 

Put Your Marketing On AUTOPILOT 
Continued...

That’s where the Client Attraction Home Study 
SystemTM comes in. Each module in the system 
takes you through all the elements you need to 
know	to	fill	your	practice	quickly	and	authentically,	
including how to put together a simple plan that 
gets you clients and then putting it on autopilot so 
you can have fun again. It’s all step-by-step, not 
a big mishmash of things. So, you do step one of 
the system, and when you’re done with that, you 
move on to step two, and so on. So easy. All the 
tools, scripts, templates, and examples are handed 
to you on a silver platter. That’s why it works so 
well for so many people. You can get it at www.
theclientattractionsystem.com. 

2010 Client Attraction LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client Attraction Mentor, 
is founder of the Client Attraction System™, the 
proven step-by-step program that shows you 
exactly how to attract more clients, in record time...
guaranteed. To get your F.R.E.E. Audio CD by 
mail and receive her weekly marketing & success 
mindset articles on attracting more high-paying 
clients and dramatically increasing your income, 
visit www.ClientAttraction.com.

VA TIP OF THE MONTH

Protect	your	client	data	and	software.	Password-protect	your	files	and	backup	all	files	at	least	
weekly. This should take less than 30 minutes/week and means that you won’t lose client 
data	should	something	happen	to	your	computer	(theft,	fire,	hard-drive	crash,	etc.).	If	you	
purchase	downloaded	software,	download	the	.exe	file	to	your	computer	and	burn	a	copy	to	
a cd-rom for backup as well.  Software disks and backups should be kept off-site for proper 
security.  And, don’t forget to install anti-virus software on your computer.  You can get free 
anti-virus/anti-spyware from Avast! at www.avast.com.

	
A	being	of	supernatural	administrative	powers	and	attributes	of	business	
acumen	with	a	particular	talent	for	small	enterprise	support	through	
virtual	assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

Virtual Office Goddess:	(vûr ch - l)	(ŏf ĭs)	(gŏd ĭs)

www.theclientattractionsystem.com
www.theclientattractionsystem.com
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Virtual Professional Directory 

To add your listing to the Virtual Professional Directory for only $6/year, go to 
http://www.tvemagazine.com/advertising-rates 
 

Deadline Met Virtual Assistant Services 
Marie Fitzgibbons 
Irvine, CA 92604 
Phone: 888-508-1580 
Email: marie@deadlinemet.com 
Website: http://www.deadlinemet.com 
 
Samurai Office Services 
Fiona Rodgers 
Cedar Creek, QLD Australia 4207 
Phone: +61 488676782 
Email: fiona@sosva.com.au 
Website: www.samuraiofficeservices.com.au 
 
The Alliances 
Sylvia Mesaros 
Anderson, SC  29622 
Phone: 864-965-8355 
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com 
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com 
 
The Office Virtuoso 
Kathleen Vargas 
Midlothian, IL 60445 
Phone: 708-385-2920 
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com 
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com 
 
The Virtual Office Goddess  
Lily E. Chambers 
Boulder, Colorado 80308 
Phone: 303-437-3712 
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com 
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com 

Typing Bug VA Services 
Deneen Wilson 
Thomasville, GA 31792 
Phone: 229-378-0521 
Email: deneen@typingbug.com 
Website: http://www.typingbug.com 
 
Virtual Personal Assistant 
Erika Yocom 
Albuquerque, NM 87121 
Phone: 303-522-3221 
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com 
Website: www.vp-assistant.com 
 
Virtual Writing & Communications Solutions 
Mary H. Ruth 
Snow Camp, NC 27349 
Phone: 336-376-6757 
Email: mary@writingVA.com 
Website www.writingVA.com 
 
Your Virtual Wizard 
Janine Gregor 
Ellenton, Florida 34222 
Phone: 559-492-7348 (55-Wizard4U) 
Email: info@YourVirtualWizard.com 
Website:  http://www.YourVirtualWizard.com 

 

 

MG Virtual Office Solutions 
Margie Gibson 
Salem, OR 97304 
Phone: 877-242-1504 
Email: margie@mgvirtualofficesolutions.org 
Website: www.mgvirtualofficesolutions.org 
 

Bankruptcy Support 

General Administrative Support 
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Virtual Professional Directory 
Continued… 

The Alliances 
Sylvia Mesaros 
Anderson, SC  29622 
Phone: 864-965-8355 
Email: sylvia@alliancesvbs.com 
Website: www.alliancesvbs.com 
 
The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC 
Lily E. Chambers 
Boulder, Colorado 80308 
Phone: 303-437-3712 
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com 
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com 

 

TMS Bookkeeping and Business Services 
Teresa Smith 
Crandall, Tx 75114 
Phone: 214-789-9937 
Email: Teresa@smithteresa.com 
Website: www.smithteresa.com 
 

 

Shore Office Services  
JoCarolee Carpenter 
Toms River, NJ 08757 
Phone: 732-820 - 1391  
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net 
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com 
 

CLR Virtual Connection 
Rebecca Thompson 
Pasadena, Texas 77505 
Phone: 281-727-0479 
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com 
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com 
 

Shore Office Services  
JoCarolee Carpenter 
Toms River, NJ 08757 
Phone: 732-820 - 1391  
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net 
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com 
 

List 2 Close Assistant 
Serita Diana 
Sebring, OH 44672 
Phone: 330-851-3042 
Email: serita@list2closeassistant.com 
Website: www.list2closeassistant.com 
 

The Virtual Office Goddess  
Lily E. Chambers 
Boulder, Colorado 80308 
Phone: 303-437-3712 
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com 
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com 
 

  

Real Estate Support 

Internet Marketing 

Concierge Services 

Bookkeeping & Accounting 
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Virtual Professional Directory 
Continued… 

CLR Virtual Connection 
Rebecca Thompson 
Pasadena, Texas 77505 
Phone: 281-727-0479 
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com 
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com 
 

Shore Office Services  
JoCarolee Carpenter 
Toms River, NJ 08757 
Phone: 732-820 - 1391  
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net 
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com 
 

Shore Office Services  
JoCarolee Carpenter 
Toms River, NJ 08757 
Phone: 732-820 - 1391  
Email: jocarolee@comcast.net 
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com 
 

Starr Paralegals 
Pamela J. Starr 
Marietta, GA 30062 
Phone: 404-317-0129 | Fax: 678-668-7954 
Email: pjstarr@starrparalegals.com 
Website: www.starrparalegals.com 
 

The Virtual Office Goddess  
Lily E. Chambers 
Boulder, Colorado 80308 
Phone: 303-437-3712 
Email: info@virtualofficegoddess.com 
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com 

Virtual Legal Consultants 
Lori J. Paul, AACP 
Rohnert Park, CA 94927-1175 
Phone: 877-310-1372 
Email: lori@virtuallegalconsultants.com 
Website: http://www.virtuallegalconsultants.com  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CLR Virtual Connection 
Rebecca Thompson 
Pasadena, Texas 77505 
Phone: 281-727-0479 
Email: clrvirtualconnection@gmail.com 
Website: www.clrvirtualconnection.com 
 

Website Services 

Virtual Paralegal Services 

Translation Services 

Social Media 
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Resource Directory 
Click on ad to follow link… 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Printing 

Logo Creation 

Domain Administration/Hosting 

Communication 
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Resource Directory 
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